Fast Track Regulation Process to move GMP 147 into the SHDR
From SHADAC meeting 3/24 2021
from Kim to everyone: 11:08 AM
That working volume at 3/4 of daily design flow seems high. The woking volume for a 4 bedroom would
be 450 gallons. I usually do 4 times my dose amount. So a 50 gallon dose has a working volume of 200
gallons.
from Lynn Breeden to everyone: 11:13 AM
Don't we need to be careful on the time dosing side where you need to take pump line length into
account so you clear the pump line each dose?
from Mike Lynn to everyone: 11:21 AM
Does the operator have the authority to change the time dosing to something that is not called out in
the design or the O&M manual? Are we concerned about regrowth on low flow systems if we dont get
it out of the pump tank wuick enough?
from Mike Lynn to everyone: 11:22 AM
Why are we so concerend with the size of the pump tank when there are thousands of grinders installed
every year with simplex pumps in an 80 gallon vessel?
from Lynn Breeden to everyone: 11:34 AM
I recal in the Soil data books the 80 inch depth for soil limitation..
from John Ewing to everyone: 11:34 AM
Venting pump systems may need addressing as well.
from Lynn Breeden to everyone: 11:41 AM
you are right. that is in the regulations..
from Lynn Breeden to everyone: 11:42 AM
6 inches under pipe, then 7 to cover pipe with 2 inches over pipe right?
from Mike Lynn to everyone: 11:44 AM
LPD has lower requirement under the pipe, i dont know why, Fairfax local reg requires more gravel
under the pipe.
from Reed Johnson to everyone: 11:51 AM
when using high head pumps on long lines, the pipe fill is almost instantaneous. This is especially true
when conveying highly treated effluent. the reason is your conveyance line can be 1" and your laterals
can be one inch if properly designed with 3‐5ft of distal head. in the case working volume really means
nothing.

from Lynn Breeden to everyone: 11:54 AM
Curtis, so here they are saying you need TL‐2 for a pad but Septic tank effluent is OK for the Wisconsin
Mound. In certain situations it seems..
from John Ewing to everyone: 11:59 AM
Does the 6ft stand‐off apply to two separate pads or just between a trench and a pad?
from Mike Lynn to everyone: 12:04 PM
pad separation is equal to the width of the pad, I assume that means install pad to reserve pad if
required?
from Kim to everyone: 12:04 PM
I'm confused about item J. "The minimum installation depth for gravel pads is 12". Why can't gravel pads
have an 8" install depth for example? A minimum 12" install depth for gravel pads in my area is going to
wipe out a very high percentage of our Pads.

Pump panel should be 30 to 42 inches above grade
Reed - and pumps that move water to the drainfield too, Should be considered here. Consider that
storage can be upfront and not necessarily on end of process. GMP 112 - 30 inch basin to DF
Tom - ? on dosing and minimum dose volume. RMF provide multiple small doses and may not meet
the Regs.
Reed - other white paper Converse says small doses are better with highly treated effluent
Joel Pinnix - can/should there be a max depth for install of STE
John Schofield - could vent to get oxygen transfer to deeper depth
DEQ - concurs with adding this language to STE, TL2 and TL3; (950C)
Concern over using this in wetlands
Inconsistencies between SHDR and AOSS over absorption/infitrative/soil treatment
area/dispersal field -add definition for absorption area that includes soil treatment/ dispersal
field terms.

Clarify text regarding LGMI’s that it should extend a distance of 10 feet on both, not either, side of the
absorption area.
With regard to maintaining vertical separation to a limiting feature under the whole absorption area: or
STE we do not have this requirement - why should we be more restrictive with treated effluent.
For pads: DEQ need to define on contour (following or along) , across contour (perpendicular to
slope) maybe use elevation

Curtis - can only set upper or lower line on contour - suggests lowest elevation to be on contour
Mike - with puraflo pads - could always square it up. does it matter if its - may go through a natural
change in slope

Email Comments:

Thu, Mar 25, 9:49 AM

LRH Soil Consultants, Inc <lrhsoil@gmail.com>
to me, Lance
Good morning Marcia,
I know you and I briefly touched on my concern with proposed reg 12VAC5-610-966. Pads. item J,
yesterday in the meeting but I would like to further discuss it and item K.
Pads and trenches are not the same and shouldn't be treated the same. Trench design and loading rates
are based on Trench bottom and side wall infiltration. Pads are based solely on bottom infiltration. This is
shown as fact by item "B. The minimum effluent quality dispersed to a pad is TL-2
and pad bottom loading rates shall not exceed the values for pad noted in Table 5.5".
As long as the gravel Pad bottom is in natural soil the sidewalls being natural soil or top soil fill should be
of no concern as long as the stone is sufficiently covered (minimum 6") all around the stone including
sides.
I probably design around 40 Pads a year with at least 50% of them with install depths less than 12". In our
flat, high water table, Coastal plains soils this is a necessity. Even with TL-3 level treatment I try to design
with a 12" separation to water table. In our area shallower is better and that brings about shallow install
depths.
I'm personally not a fan of gravelless technology in Pads. I have to wonder if any person invested in the
use of gravelless technology on the Board helped come up with this new design criteria.
I'm completely in objection to items J. and K. using sidewalls in the design criteria and the
minimum gravel install depth of 12". Pads, by design, are flat, bottom infiltration means of dispersal and
only the pad Bottom infiltration surface should be relevant.
Thank you for your time and I hope to see this change in the next draft version of the Fast Track Regs. I
can also be reached at the phone # listed below for further discussion.

SHDR Fast‐Track Amendments – Adam Feris
4/15/21
Section 880:
C. Pumps Integral to Treatment Systems. This section is intended to include what were previously
described as “transfer pumps,” correct?
Section 950:
Comment/question regarding installation below perched water table and direct dispersal:
Discussion: I don’t believe that installation below a perched water table would conflict with the
definition of direct dispersal. I think part of the issue may be the term “ground water.” Recent

rainwater infiltration that is evident in well‐drained soil is groundwater, but that’s obviously not the
intent of the direct dispersal definition. In my opinion, a perched water table could be treated the same
way.

Michael Lynn

Mon, Apr 26, 4:14 PM

to me
Yes definitely
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Degen, Marcia <marcia.degen@vdh.virginia.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 4:10:58 PM
To: Michael Lynn <mlynn@ses‐company.com>
Subject: Re: Variances

Yes and let's keep this in mind as we rewrite regs. Should we put something in the fast
track to have a separation between reserve and primary pads if the primary is not
downslope of the reserve?
Marcia J. Degen, Ph.D., P.E.
Wed, Mar 24, 12:37 PM

Scott
Currie <scott.currie@anuainternational.com>
to me
The main note I have is determining the amount of pipe in a pad. A lot of these designs have a
d-box and then just some random amount of pipe spaced out randomly. There needs to be a
standard that EHS can look to, to approve these designs. (i.e a three foot wide trench gets a piece
of pipe so do we require a pipe for every three foot of pad width. How much pad bottom is
accounted for for each run of pipe?)
I like the minimum depth stuff. Personally I think anything shallower than 13" for gravel (6"
below, 4" pipe & 3" above pipe) and 8" for gravelless should be engineered. I have seen a lot of
shallow trenches treated or untreated as soon as they get above grade and use fill things get out
of hand.
Another item to address is the dosing in a pad (enhanced flow 60% of the volume pipe, Reed's
micro dosing(LOL), or some other standard) This needs to be set in order to actually remove pad
from the practice of engineering.

